What’s the Scoop?

Native Nonprofit Day is a giving initiative aimed at increasing support for Native-led organizations nationwide.

When?
Friday, May 19, 2023

How to Participate?
Create content to post, tag, and share—and share content from other organizations!

Sample Outreach:

Calls to Action: Reach out to your followers using informational flyers, social media posts, brochures, and more to educate them on the movement and prepare them for the big day.

Engagement: Don’t just inform—generate conversation! Get people involved on social media. Ask them what they’re doing to make a difference, have them share a photo or call out their favorite Native-led organization!

#NativeNonprofitDay is all about generosity! What steps are you taking to #GiveNative - volunteering, advocating, educating, donating, following, sharing... Whatever it is, let us know by sharing your story!

Celebrate #NativeNonprofitDay across the nation by calling out some of your favorite agents of change among Indigenous communities!

Indigenous populations, often get lost in the larger BIPOC narrative. #SupportNativeLed to ensure that Native voices continue to be heard!